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An Autobiography
2007-06-28

the life of gandhi in his own words featuring a new introduction by pankaj mishra in this
150th anniversary edition christ gave us the goals and mahatma gandhi the tactics martin
luther king jr mohandas karamchand gandhi was born in western india in 1869 he was
educated in london and later travelled to south africa where he experienced racism and took
up the rights of indians instituting his first campaign of passive resistance in 1915 he
returned to british controlled india bringing to a country in the throes of independence his
commitment to non violent change and his belief always in the power of truth under gandhi s
lead millions of protesters would engage in mass campaigns of civil disobedience seeking
change through moral conversion of the colonizers for gandhi the long path towards indian
independence would lead to imprisonment and hardship yet he never once forgot the
principles of truth and non violence so dear to him written in the 1920s gandhi s
autobiography tells not only of his struggles and inspirations but also speaks frankly of his
failures it is a powerful and enduring account of an extraordinary life gandhi s ideas have
played a vital role in south africa s transformation and with the help of gandhi s teaching
apartheid has been overcome nelson mandela generations to come will scarce believe that
such a one as this walked the earth in flesh and blood albert einstein upon the death of m k
gandhi i have the greatest admiration for mahatma gandhi he was a great human being with
a deep understanding of human nature his life has inspired me the dalai lama

Mahatma Gandhi Autobiography
2020

the story of my experiments with truth is the autobiography of mahatma gandhi covering his
life from early childhood through to 1921 starting with his birth and parentage gandhi has
given reminiscences of childhood child marriage relation with his wife and parents
experiences at the school his study tour to london efforts to be like the english gentleman
experiments in dietetics his going to south africa his experiences of colour prejudice his quest
for dharma social work in africa return to india his slow and steady work for political
awakening and social activities

The Story of My Experiments with Truth
2023-11-23

personal account of the life of the man who freed india from colonization through the
satyagraha nonviolent protest movement his early boyhood life legal studies purification and
ultimate salvation of his homeland is carefully recounted in this inspiring and critical work of
insurmountable importance i simply want to tell the story of my experiments with truth as my
life consists of nothing but those experiments in addition to his experiments in the social and
political field he narrates about his spiritual experiments he went through deep self
introspection searched within himself through and through and examined and analyzed every
psychological aspect of the situation for him truth is the sovereign principle which includes
numerous other principles the truth is not only truthfulness in word but also truthfulness in
thought also he believed that the truth alone is the god he says that he was after truth rooted
in devotion to god and attributed the turning points successes and challenges in his life to the
will of god his attempts to get closer to this divine power led him to seek purity through
simple living celibacy and ahimsa a life without violence it is in this sense that he calls his
book the story of my experiments with truth offering it also as a reference for those who
would follow in his footsteps

My Experiments with Truth
2015-01-22

a man whose fame has made people believe in basic human virtues of kindness and
compassion and treating all people as equal is a definitely worth imbibing and reflecting upon
this book is an autobiography of this legend who chose the title of the book that resonated
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with his thoughts which have always been as pure as truth this is the story of his struggles
both personal and professional and dilemmas from which he passed through with nothing but
the truth and firm faith as his guiding light

Mahatma Gandhi Autobiography
2021-03-20

mahatma gandhi was a fascinating complex figure and a brilliant leader and guide his story is
a critical work of the 20th century and timeless in its display of commitment to the truth

Gandhi's Autobiography
1960

product dimensions 7 x 4 7 x 0 8 inches wt 1 lb mohandas karamchand gandhi was born in
western india in 1869 he was educated in london and later travelled to south africa where he
experienced racism and took up the rights of indians instituting his first campaign of passive
resistance in 1915 he returned to british controlled india bringing to a country in the throes
of independence his commitment to non violent change and his belief always in the power of
truth under gandhi s lead millions of protesters would engage in mass campaigns of civil
disobedience seeking change through ahimsa or non violence for gandhi the long path
towards indian independence would lead to imprisonment and hardship yet he never once
forgot the principles of truth and non violence so dear to him written in the 1920s gandhi s
autobiography tells of his struggles and his inspirations a powerful and enduring statement of
an extraordinary life

Mohandas K. Gandhi, Autobiography
2024-01-09

portrays the life of gandhi describes the development of his nonviolent political protest
movement and discusses his religious beliefs

An Autobiography, Or, The Story of My Experiments
with Truth
1927

my purpose mahatma gandhi writes of this book is to describe experiments in the science of
satyagraha not to say how good i am satyagraha gandhi s nonviolent protest movement satya
true agraha firmness came to stand like its creator as a moral principle and a rallying cry the
principle was truth and the cry freedom the life of gandhi has given fire and fiber to freedom
fighters and to the untouchables of the world hagiographers and patriots have capitalized on
mahatma myths yet gandhi writes often the title mahatma great soul has deeply pained me
but i should certainly like to narrate my experiments in the spiritual field which are known
only to myself and from which i have derived such power as i possess for working in the
political field clearly gandhi never renounced the world he was neither pacifist nor cult guru
who was gandhi in the midst of resurging interest in the man who freed india inspired the
american civil rights movement and is revered respected and misunderstood all over the
world the time is proper to listen to gandhi himself in his own words his own confessions his
autobiography gandhi made scrupulous truth telling a religion and his autobiography
inevitably reminds one of other saints who have suffered and burned for their lapses his
simply narrated account of boyhood in gujarat marriage at age 13 legal studies in england
and growing desire for purity and reform has the force of a man extreme in all things he
details his gradual conversion to vegetarianism and ahimsa non violence and the state of
celibacy brahmacharya self restraint that became one of his more arduous spiritual trials in
the political realm he outlines the beginning of satyagraha in south africa and india with
accounts of the first indian fasts and protests his initial errors and misgivings his jailings and
continued cordial dealings with the british overlords gandhi was a fascinating complex man a
brilliant leader and guide a seeker of truth who died for his beliefs but had no use for
martyrdom or sainthood his story the path to his vision of satyagraha and human dignity is a
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critical work of the twentieth century and timeless in its courage and inspiration

Autobiography
1983

in this autobiography also titled the story of my experiments with truth mohandas k gandhi
recounts his life from childhood up until 1921 noting that my life from this point onward has
been so public that there is hardly anything about it that people do not know harpercollins
chose this work as one of the 100 most important spiritual books of the 20th century the
pursuit of truth was a guiding principle for gandhi he states that it is not my purpose to
attempt a real autobiography i simply want to tell the story of my numerous experiments with
truth and as my life consists of nothing but those experiments it is true that the story will
take the shape of an autobiography he also notes that this will of course include experiments
with non violence celibacy and other principles of conduct believed to be distinct from truth

Gandhi's Autobiography
1948

our summary is short simple and pragmatic it allows you to have the essential ideas of a big
book in less than 30 minutes as you read this summary you will discover how gandhi spurred
the movement that led to india s independence you will also discover that the oppression of
his countrymen became evident during his trip to south africa that he tried to teach the
indians to oppose the authorities without violence that for him this struggle was a quest for
truth and purity that his material and mental destitution was his path to god that to reach
ahimsâ non violence he had to place himself at the level of the most destitute according to
gandhi himself this autobiography was inspired by the spirit it is neither a diary nor the
complete story of his life but a sum of reflections on the main decisions he had to make he
also omits important moments such as his stays in prison because he feels that they did not
bring him what he expected he devotes long pages to the way he weaves khādī the indian
fabric he wants all inhabitants to wear these technical details may seem superfluous but for
him they are on the same level as his calls for disobedience are you ready to plunge into the
turmoil that at the beginning of the 20th century transformed the balance of power between
colonizers and colonized buy now the summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of
coffee

Mohandas K. Gandhi, Autobiography
2019-09-16

the story of my experiements with truth is the autobiography of mahatma gandhi covering his
life from early childhood through to 1920 it was initiated at the insistence of swami anand
and other close co workers of gandhi to explain the background of his public campaigns for
injustice

An Autobiography
2009-01-01

this is the extended edition of mahatma gandhi s original and unabridged autobiography
titledthe story of my experiments with truth completed with a foreword from the gandhi
research foundation the story of my experiments with truth is the autobiography of mohandas
k gandhi covering his life from early childhood through to 1921 it was written and published
in his journal navjivan from 1925 to 1929 it was initiated at the insistence of swami anand
and other close co workers of gandhi who encouraged him to explain the background of his
public campaigns the story of my experiments with truth is the personal account of the life of
the man who freed india from colonization through the satyagraha nonviolent protest
movement his early boyhood life legal studies purification and ultimate salvation of his
homeland is carefully recounted in this inspiring and critical work of insurmountable
importance in 1999 the book was designated as one of the 100 best spiritual books of the
20th century by a committee of global spiritual and religious authorities
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SUMMARY - Mohandas K. Gandhi, Autobiography: The
Story Of My Experiments With Truth By Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi And Mahatma Gandhi
2021-06-17

pramod kapoor the founder and publisher of roli books established in 1978 is a connoisseur
of images a sepia aficionado he has over the course of his illustrious career conceived and
produced award winning books that have proven to be game changers in the world of
publishing be it the hit then and now series and the seminal made for maharajas or even the
internationally acclaimed new delhi the making of a capital in 2016 he was conferred with the
prestigious chevalier de la legion d honneur knight of the legion of honour the highest civil
and military award in france for his contribution towards producing books that have changed
the landscape of indian publishing and to promoting india s tangible and intangible heritage
within the country and abroad his first book as author gandhi an illustrated biography is the
result of years of painstaking research on a subject close to his heart kapoor is dedicated
towards decoding gandhi for the modern generation

An Autobiography - The Story of My Experiments with
Truth
2013-06

the story of my experiments with truth is the autobiography of mohandas karamchand gandhi
covering his life from early childhood through to 1920 it was initiated at the insistence of
swami anand and other close co workers of gandhi to explain the background of his public
campaigns for justice

The Story of My Experiments With Truth
2016-10

my experiments with truth is a captivating autobiography that provides a deeply personal and
introspective account of mahatma gandhi s life in this influential work gandhi reflects on his
experiences beliefs and the transformative journey that led him to become a prominent
leader and advocate for nonviolent resistance with remarkable honesty and self reflection
gandhi explores the key events and formative moments that shaped his life from his
childhood in india to his time in south africa and his return to his homeland he shares
intimate details of his personal struggles doubts and moments of self discovery through a
series of anecdotes and philosophical musings my experiments with truth offers profound
insights into gandhi s pursuit of truth his experiments with vegetarianism his experiences
with celibacy and his unwavering commitment to nonviolence the book also delves into his
spiritual journey including his exploration of various religious and philosophical traditions
gandhi s autobiography is not merely a personal memoir but also a reflection on the broader
social and political issues of his time he discusses his involvement in the indian independence
movement his efforts to eradicate untouchability and promote communal harmony and his
vision for a just and inclusive society my experiments with truth serves as a powerful
testament to gandhi s enduring legacy and his philosophy

Story of My Experiments with Truth (Mahatma Gandhi's
Autobiography)
2022

gandhi s simply narrated account of his boyhood legal studies purification and the growth of
the satyagraha nonviolent protest movement critical inspiring work of the man responsible
for the freedom of india
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Gandhi: An Illustrated Biography
2018-02-08

provides fresh insights into gandhi s autobiography my experiments with truth and identifies
moral lessons it offers for individuals and moral reconstruction of our society contains 3 case
studies of gandhian way of conflict resolutions has 9 chapters and 3 appendices useful for
those interested in gandhiana

An Autobiography Or the Story of My Experiments with
Truth
1963

mohandas k gandhi better known as mahatma great souled gandhi was an indian pacifist
leader who inspired the world his philosophy has a clear purpose to encourage humanity to
trust in itself convincing us that we are capable of creating positive changes in society and
achieving a higher moral development gandhi is one of those men who will be forever marked
in the history of humanity both for the simplicity of his heart and for the philosophy of non
violence that he successfully put into practice to liberate his people from english colonialism
in this unmissable autobiography my experiments with truth the reader will be able to learn
not only about the thought but also about the life story of this extraordinary and inspiring
human being told by himself mahatma gandhi

Gandhi, an Autobiography
2011-07

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this
work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern
editions that are true to the original work

My Experiments With Truth
2023-06-29

it is not my purpose to attempt a real autobiography i simply want to tell the story of my
numerous experiments with truth and as my life consists of nothing but those experiments it
is true that the story will take the shape of an autobiography the story of my experiments
with truth the autobiography of mahatma gandhi is a very popular and influential book it
covers the period from his birth 1869 to the year 1921 describing his childhood his school
days his early marriage his journeys abroad his legal studies and practise in the last chapter
he noted my life from this point onward has been so public that there is hardly anything
about it that people do not know

Autobiography
2012-04-18

the story of my experiments with truth is the autobiography of mohandas k gandhi covering
his life from early childhood through to 1921 it was written in weekly instalments and
published in his journal navjivan from 1925 to 1929 its english translation also appeared in
installments in his other journal young india it was initiated at the insistence of swami anand
and other close co workers of gandhi who encouraged him to explain the background of his
public campaigns in 1999 the book was designated as one of the 100 best spiritual books of
the 20th century by a committee of global spiritual and religious authorities
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Moral Lessons From Gandhi S Autobiography And Other
Essays
2004

this remarkable autobiography of the father of the nation m k gandhi fondly referred to as
mahatma gandhi is a telling portrayal of the mahatma s unusual journey of life marked by
real and instantly identifiable trysts with reality the book brings the reader closer to gandhi s
evolution from the loss of a childhood emanating from arranged marriage all the way to his
self realization and active determination to be the author of his own story an autobiography
the story of my experiments with truth by mohandas k gandhi traces his life from his birth in
r until the end of 1920 by when his policy of non cooperation with the government is passed
by the all india congress committee the story begins with gandhi s childhood in the r and
rajkot where he is educated in the local schools until he finishes high school and gets married
at the age of 13 to a woman named kasturbai who we later learn about as a pillar of support
right till the end from there on till his work in south africa where he is forced to return to
india due to the outbreak of ww1 gandhi s book accurately reveals his general goal and intent
of life his steadfast search for truth

GANDHI: My Experiments With Truth - Autobiography
2019-05-27

only those matters of religion that can be understood as much by children as by older people
will be included in this story if i can narrate them in a dispassionate and humble spirit many
other experiments will obtain from them help in their onward march

Mahatma Gandhi
2008-06

gandhi the story of my experiments with truth by mohandas karamchand gandhi translation
by mahadev desai as the spiritual leader of humanity called father of the nation mahatma
gandhi wrote his autobiography the story of my experiments with truth in order to give all
people the truth satya which he considers the essence of the soul anyone in one way or
another touched the spiritual possessions of this eminent man is endowed with tremendous
happiness his life provides difficulties love teaching and he tells it in his autobiography that
the content is structured and filled with poetry that makes reading a fascinating and friendly
describing his childhood then marriage made by his parents when he was only thirteen years
old and lasted for 62 years gandhi immerses us in the world of indian culture and we
conquered with their struggle for equality and concludes that this book should be read to
take us into the world of truth and achieve perfect inner spiritual peace at the end of the
book in the last chapter separation gandhi offers us another maxim of his life there is no god
but the truth but the truth is hard as stone and delicate like a flower he says here it is poetic
design stone and flower between these two poles run poetic power in the story of my
experiments with truth autobiography of mahatma gandhi reveals his dedication reveals our
soul revealing the path of truth which is followed and that truth has dedicated his life and it
mahatma which means great soul and are not they great people the true rulers of the truth
that we all seek and for which we are fighting and that pushes us in the right direction
mahatma gandhi fought for the truth and a little effort on our part take time to read his book
would direct us to our own fight

The Story of My Experiments with Truth
2009-02

the story of my experiments with truth is the autobiography of mohandas k gandhi covering
his life from early childhood through to 1921 it was written in weekly installments and
published in his journal navjivan from 1925 to 1929 its english translation also appeared in
installments in his other journal young india it was initiated at the insistence of swami anand
and other close co workers of gandhi who encouraged him to explain the background of his
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public campaigns in 1999 the book was designated as one of the 100 best spiritual books of
the 20th century by a committee of global spiritual and religious authorities

Gandhi: an Autobiography: the Story of My Experiments
with Truth (Translated)
2017-04-30

m k gandhi s autobiography the story of my experiments with truth is famously incomplete
stopping abruptly in 1920 but while he gave up writing his memoirs gandhi continued to
speak and write about his life family work colleagues those who opposed and venerated him
his hopes anxieties challenges fasts many jail stints his enthusiasms and disappointments
when knitted together these autobiographical observations scattered over several pages of
the collected works of mahatma gandhi as well as in some works that were published in his
lifetime under his gaze make for a gripping and powerful story restless as mercury is how his
only sister raliyat described the young mohandas and her stunningly accurate
characterization of her brother provides the title of this work which gopalkrishna gandhi has
reconstructed from gandhi s own words

The Story of My Experiments with My Truth
2019-12-30

gandhi s long time friend and collaborator edited and annotated gandhi s autobiography and
many of his writings

The Story of My Life
2020-05-30

it is not my purpose to attempt a real autobiography i simply want to tell the story of my
numerous experiments with truth and as my life consists of nothing but those experiments it
is true that the story will take the shape of an autobiography but i shall not mind if every
page of it speaks only of my experiments

The Story of My Experiments with Truth
2015-04-30

the story of my experiments with truth is the autobiography or biography of mohandas k
gandhi covering his life from early childhood through to 1921 it was written in weekly
installments and published in his journal navjivan from 1925 to 1929 its english translation
also appeared in installments in his other journal young india it was initiated at the insistence
of swami anand and other close co workers of gandhi who encouraged him to explain the
background of his public campaigns in 1999 the book was designated as one of the 100 best
spiritual books of the 20th century by a committee of global spiritual and religious authorities

Gandhi: an Autobiography: the Story of My Experiments
with Truth (Illustrated)
2017-05-10

provides primary sources about gandhi s life using gandhi s own writings where possible or
otherwise the writings of those who knew him best

An Autobiography
1969

the first edition of gandhiji s autobiography was published in two volumes vol i in 1927 and
vol ii in 1929 the original in gujarati which was priced at rs 1 has run through five editions
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nearly 50 000 copies having been sold the price of the english translation only issued in
library edition was prohibitive for the indian reader and a cheap edition has long been
needed it is now being issued in one volume the translation as it appeared serially in young
india had it may be noted the benefit of gandhiji s revision it has now undergone careful
revision and from the point of view of language it has had the benefit of careful revision by a
revered friend who among many other things has the reputation of being an eminent english
scholar

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
2021

mohandas karamchand gandhi is among the most enigmatic charismatic deeply revered and
equally reviled figures of the twentieth century his autobiography one of the most widely read
and translated indian books of all time is a classic that allows us to glimpse the
transformation of a well meaning lawyer into a satyagrahi and an ashramite in this first ever
critical edition eminent scholar tridip suhrud shines new light on gandhi s life and thought
the deeply researched notes elucidate the contexts and characters of the autobiography while
alternative translations capture the flavour cadence and quirkiness of the gujarati in the
highly original and insightful introduction suhrud traces gandhi s transformation into a
satyagrahi a seeker of truth as god and explores possible modes of reading the autobiography
this edition is an absorbing illuminating text about the life affirming journey of the most
public yet most complex figure of indian history

Mahatma Gandhi His Own Story
1930-12

the life of gandhi in his own words 150th anniversary edition with a new introduction by
pankaj mishra generations to come will scarce believe that such a one as this walked the
earth in flesh and blood albert einstein upon the death of m k gandhi mohandas karamchand
gandhi was born in western india in 1869 he was educated in london and later travelled to
south africa where he experienced racism and took up the rights of indians instituting his
first campaign of passive resistance in 1915 he returned to british controlled india bringing
to a country in the throes of independence his commitment to non violent change and his
belief always in the power of truth under gandhi s lead millions of protesters would engage in
mass campaigns of civil disobedience seeking change through moral conversion of the
colonizers for gandhi the long path towards indian independence would lead to imprisonment
and hardship yet he never once forgot the principles of truth and non violence so dear to him
written in the 1920s gandhi s autobiography tells not only of his struggles and inspirations
but also speaks frankly of his failures it is a powerful and enduring account of an
extraordinary life christ gave us the goals and mahatma gandhi the tactics martin luther king
jr i have the greatest admiration for mahatma gandhi he was a great human being with a
deep understanding of human nature his life has inspired me the dalai lama gandhi s ideas
have played a vital role in south africa s transformation and with the help of gandhi s
teaching apartheid has been overcome nelson mandela

Gandhi's Life In His Own Words
2021-01-01

The Story of My Experiments with Truth
2008

Gandhi: an Autobiography: the Story of My Experiments
with Truth
2017-04-30
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The Gandhi Reader
1994

Gandhi: an Autobiography: the Story of My Experiments
with Truth
2017-04-28

An Autobiography or The Story of My Experiments with
Truth
2018-01-15

An Autobiography
2019-10-29
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